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WHY ENTERPRISE  
LOVES CORDA
CORDA: THE DLT-SOLUTION THAT AIMS FOR THE SWEET 
SPOT BETWEEN DECENTRALIZATION AND CORPORATE NEEDS

Corda is considered one of the big-three “blockchain” 
solutions for enterprise-focused use cases along 
with IBM-backed Hyperledger and Enterprise 
Ethereum. Identified in 2018 by Fortune Global 500 
digital consulting firm Accenture as a solution that 
“will emerge as a true market leader across the 
financial industry and beyond” Corda has indeed seen 
impressive growth relative to its main competitors. 
However, as with solutions offered by competitors, most 
Corda products are still in their early stages, with real-
world adoption far from being widespread.

This report analyses Corda in terms of its effectiveness 
as an enterprise distributed ledger technology (DLT) 
solution with the goal of determining which use cases 
Corda is best suited for going forward.
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FOUNDING M EM B ERS $ 10 7 MILLION

The largest investment  
made in a DLT company

300

ecosystem partners

T OP IN VESTORS
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CORDA’ S 
ORI GI N AND GROW T H

A product of the banking consortium turned software firm known as 
R3, Corda was conceived and developed with the specific needs of 
the financial sector in mind. All the early founding members of the 
R3 consortium, which started in September 2015, were household 
names in the financial sector and included Barclays, BBVA, Credit 
Suisse, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, and State Street. In May 2017, R3 
announced that it had received $107 million in series A funding from 
over 40 institutions — at the time, the largest investment made in 
a DLT company. Among the top investors were SBI Group, Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch, HSBC, Intel, and Temasek. R3 now refers to its 
backers as an “ecosystem” and according to R3’s website, there are 
currently over 300 ecosystem partners, which include technology 
partners, financial institutions, and advisory partners.



THE “BLOCKCHAIN” THAT 
DOESN’T USE  
A B LOCKCHAIN

Perhaps the most notable differentiation between Corda and its 
direct competitors is that it doesn’t deploy a blockchain as part 
of its DLT solution (although to this day, perhaps for the sake of 
simplicity, marketing from R3 still sometimes includes mentions  
of the word blockchain).

R3 CTO Richard Brown summarizes Corda’s architectural design 
premise in a statement made at the launch of Corda Enterprise  
in July 2018:

To be clear, virtually all current 
enterprise applications for DLT – 
including those built on Corda’s 
direct competitors Hyperledger 
Fabric and Enterprise Ethereum 
– deploy permissioned (private) 
networks, so this is not where 
Corda differs from its competitors. 
Rather, Corda’s DLT solution, as 
mentioned, doesn’t integrate a 
blockchain - and the claim is that 
this design choice helps Corda 
to achieve improved privacy, 
scalability and interoperability. Is 
this true? Could this be true?

To answer that question, and in 
so-doing help us discover Corda’s 
true utility, let’s take a step back 
for a moment to remember where 
blockchain fits into DLT.

“Traditional permissionless 
blockchain platforms, in which all 
data is shared with all parties, have 
issues around privacy, scalability, 
and interoperability that render 
them largely unsuited for global 
business. This is the problem Corda 
was designed to solve.”
— Richard Brown
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A  BRIEF HIST ORY OF BLOCK CHAIN

Seeing Bitcoin’s effectiveness at enabling ‘trustless’ cooperation 
between disparate parties, people almost immediately began to 
wonder if the technologies behind Bitcoin could be deployed in 
other applications. And since blockchain isn’t the only technology 
behind Bitcoin, in the enterprise world the term “distributed ledger 
technology” emerged as the preferred nomenclature among 
certain groups when referring to applications that could enable 
trustless cooperation.

Keeping in mind that the ‘blockchain’ component of DLT is just one 
part of a complete solution, what role does it play? In Bitcoin, as 
an example, a key function of blockchain is that it helps to ensure 
the uniqueness of transactions, thereby solving the double-spend 
problem (allowing participants to be sure that money hasn’t been 
spent twice). But, increasingly, there are credible DLT solutions that 
don’t integrate a blockchain. 

The main difference between a blockchain-DLT solution and a 
nonblockchain DLT solution is that the former requires global 
consensus across all nodes while the latter can achieve consensus 
without having to validate across the entire network. There are 
certainly tradeoffs to consider when employing a non-blockchain 
DLT solution, but it is this distinction which may enable non-
blockchain DLT solutions to achieve higher levels of privacy, 
scalability, and interoperability.
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KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE PRIZE

Before we get too much further into the weeds, let’s remind 
ourselves of the goal of DLT from an enterprise perspective: simply 
put, it’s to improve coordination between businesses - some of 
whom are competitors, and many of whom do not implicitly trust 
each other – for the mutual benefit of everyone involved. 

By coordination we mean the secure, accurate, and timely sharing 
of information central to business activities like invoices, purchase 
orders, supply chain data, loan data, and so on. If improved 
coordination can be achieved amongst these disparate parties, 
businesses can streamline complex processes like syndicated 
lending, cross-border financing, and even medical records 
management to unleash productivity improvements, gain a 
competitive advantage, and improve the world. This is the prize in 
enterprise DLT, and it’s important to keep your eye on it if you want 
to understand which enterprise DLT solutions are effective for a 
given application.

SECURE

ACCURATE
IMPROVE

COORDINATION

TIMELY
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CORD A’S 
SOLUTION

In Corda, as a DLT solution that doesn’t integrate a blockchain, 
individual nodes only see some of the transactions processed on 
the network rather than having a universal view of the network. 
Which transactions does each node see? The answer is only 
the ones it needs to see in order to confirm correctness and 
authenticity.

To recap, rather than having a universal view of the data in the 
network, as is the case with most blockchain-based systems, nodes 
in Corda only see transactions they are involved in.

How does Corda work in practice?

Imagine a network of banks 
comes together in the hopes of 
streamlining their operations to 
unlock the benefits of DLT. Let’s 
say one of the banks, the Central 
Bank, has the sole issuing rights for 
bonds in this network. All the other 
banks in the network trust that any 
bond issued by the Central Bank 
and subsequently entered into the 
distributed ledger is legitimate and 
valid. Now let’s say Bank A buys 
a bond from the Central Bank. In 
Corda, this transaction, in theory 
need only involve the nodes of the 
Central Bank and Bank A, both of 
whom are permissioned entities in 
the network. Bank A’s node checks 
to ensure that the bond has indeed 
originated from the Central Bank’s 
node, and that’s it: it’s enough to 
satisfy Bank A that it has purchased 
a legitimate bond. Now let’s say 
Bank A wants to sell the bond to 
Bank B. In this case, since Bank B 
doesn’t implicitly trust Bank A, Bank 
B’s node must check the provenance 
of the incoming bond to ensure its 
legitimacy before sealing the deal. 

To do this, Bank’s B node will have 
to interact with first Bank A, then 
back a step to the Central bank. 
In this process Bank B may find, 
for example, that the bond was 
issued on January 1st by the Central 
Bank, will mature in 2030, and has 
a yield rate of 2%. This method of 
verification is sometimes known as 
“walking the chain” with the number 
of steps depending on the number 
of times the asset trades hands. 
If, for example, Bank B then sells to 
Bank C, an additional verification 
step is required and so on as more 
transactions are added to the 
bond’s provenance. Meanwhile, 
Bank A may have purchased other 
bonds from the Central Bank and 
subsequently sold them to other 
banks. Unlike with a blockchain-
based solution, in Corda the nodes 
of Bank B and C would have no 
knowledge of those transactions 
because they weren’t involved in 
them at any stage. Not only does this 
protect Bank A’s privacy, it also frees 
up all the bank’s nodes from having 
to do seemingly unnecessary work.
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UNIQUENESS

Of course, there is still the thorny issue of ensuring transaction 
uniqueness. How can two nodes in Corda be sure that, for example, 
funds sent between them haven’t also been sent to other nodes at 
the same time? 

Blockchains, where each node has a universal view of data, ensure 
this is the case by propagating a single version of the truth across 
the entire network. Any transactions that contradict the consensus 
are rejected. 

Corda, however, which has no such universal view built into its 
architecture, relies on “notaries” to ensure the uniqueness of 
transactions. Notaries in Corda are special nodes through which 
certain pre-designated transactions must run in order for them 
to be considered valid. The immediate criticism of this design is 
that the introduction of a notary as a final source of the truth in 
Corda threatens to undermine the main point of DLT in the first 
place. Remember, we’re trying to get away from a centralized 
version of the truth by distributing truth across the network. This 
allows everyone involved to rest assured they’re not being cheated, 
thereby unleashing the power of coordination (the prize). 

If individual notaries act as the final source of truth in Corda, doesn’t 
that bring us right back to where we started (reliance on centralized 
sources of the truth)? The answer is, technically yes, but in the 
enterprise context, not really… plus Corda has some work arounds 
that are designed to prevent the network from crashing back into 
centralization.

Alice > Bob :

...

...

...

2f9c

48a5

1328 d8ca

e74b

d187

20 BTC

12c5

a8b5

d063

Alice > Eve :

...

...

...

2f9c

48a5

1328 d8ca

94bc

d187

20 BTC

4a27

a8b5

d063

ERROR:
hash (94bc + a8b5)
!=d8ca
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DECENTRALIZED ENOUGH

Always keeping our eye on the prize (improved coordination 
between business entities) decentralization of the network that 
connects business entities is certainly important, but is it the most 
important thing? 

The answer is that the level of decentralization needed really 
depends on the context and the use case. In the context of money, 
Bitcoiners would certainly argue that a high level of decentralization 
is critical for everything from preventing the network from getting 
shut down by governments, to ensuring global permissionless 
access. In the permissioned context of enterprise applications, 
however, most parties are perfectly willing to settle for a lower 
level of decentralization if it allows them to communicate with 
each other efficiently. They certainly need to have faith that the 
information shared within their network is accurate, but they also 
have other important considerations. These range from the speed 
and cost of sharing information, to privacy, adhering to regulations, 
and integrating with systems already in place. At the end of the 
day, for most businesses, a DLT solution would be considered 
decentralized enough as long as it provides a view of the truth that 
can reasonably be trusted.
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NOTARIES ENABLE CUSTOM I Z E D  L E V E L S 
OF DECENTRALIZATION

As mentioned, Corda’s use of notaries, which help to ensure 
uniqueness of transactions, also threaten to centralize it. Corda’s 
solution to this dilemma is to allow the members of each network 
to collectively decide how to structure notaries. Network members 
may decide, for example, to outsource a notary to an independent 
third-party. Another solution is to choose a trusted member of the 
community to act as the notary. Notaries can also be structured 
as a collective. So, for example, members may decide to elect a 
rotating group of representatives to act as the notary. It’s even 
possible for network members to decide that all members are 
notaries, however, doing so would make the network effectively the 
same as a blockchain-based DLT solution – resulting in the same 
computational overhead, limits on scalability, and implications for 
privacy. 

The point is, Corda’s structure makes it possible for the 
members of each network created on it to decide for 
themselves how important decentralization is and structure 
the use of notaries accordingly. This level of customization is 
important in the enterprise context.
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ENTERPRISE-FOCUSED FEATURE S

There are a few other features of Corda that make it particularly 
attractive for certain enterprise applications:

1. The flow framework

The way contracts are programmed to be 
executed is known in Corda as the “flow 
framework.” Corda provides a library of flows for 
common use cases like atomic assets swaps 
and broadcasting to multiple peers. The logic of 
each flow is decided by the parties who agree 
to it. For example, a flow for a loan payment 
from Alice to Bob could be setup such that 
Bob only accepts the payment if it’s made by 
a certain deadline and is confirmed by routing 
through notary XYZ. Further, flows can be setup 
to integrate logic that is private, an important 
feature in the enterprise context. For example, 
if Bank B is considering loaning money to Alice, 
Bank B’s side of the flow could include stipulations  
known only to Bank B, like “Does Alice have a credit  
score above 700?” Attachments

Corda makes it easy to attach data to contracts in the form of 
ZIP or JAR files that are identified by a hash. Additionally, Corda 
provides the capacity to integrate data contained in such 
attachments into the transaction flow framework. For a trade 
finance application, for example, a flow could be constructed 
such that the transaction can only succeed if the correct bill of 
lading is attached.

Oracles
Flows can be setup to integrate data from an agreed-upon 
oracle. For example, Alice’s loan repayment to Bank B could be 
calculated based on a fluctuating interest rate that is defined 
by the Governing Council of the Central Bank, with the flow 
being setup to ping the oracle at a pre-defined time once per 
month.

Flow progress tracking
A progress tracker can be added to a flow framework, providing 
insight into the state of each transaction. In the enterprise 
context, this feature is important for both feedback and auditing 
purposes. For example, imagine Alice misses a payment on her 
loan from Bank B. Rather than the missed payment resulting in 
a null and void contract that must be rewritten from scratch, 
Bank B can notify Alice of the late payment. If Alice doesn’t make 
the payment (plus penalty) by a set date, Bank B will have, for 
auditing purposes, a clear record of:

a) giving notification of the missed payment to Alice 
b) the exact stage at which Alice defaulted on the loan.

If Alice does make the payment (plus late penalty) by the 
new deadline, the progress tracker will likewise update Bank B 
accordingly. This will enable Bank B to readjust its risk profile for 
Alice in real time, prompting Bank B to move, for example, Alice’s 
loan into a higher risk category on its balance sheet.

ALICE

BOB
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5. Interoperability and the Global Corda Network

While flow frameworks define the rules between small, permissioned networks 
in Corda (which are known as “business networks”), R3’s ultimate goal is the 
evolution of a network of networks. Corda wants to be, according to R3 Chief 
Information Officer James Carlyle, the place where: 

“…banks, oracles, market infrastructure firms and regulators come together on 
a single network, able to transact directly with each other, and able to share 
services such as ordering services and gateways to other networks.” 

In practice, this could be achieved by the creation of overlapping business 
networks with entities that are common to two or more networks, thereby 
providing the needed connection points between the networks. For example, 
imagine one business network working on a shared KYC application, another 
business network working on bank guarantees, and another doing trade finance. 
An entity like a regulator or an oracle may have a role on one or more of these 
three networks. This would enable each network to maintain its private and 
efficiently streamlined transactions as defined by the flow frameworks for each 
business network while at the same time providing the additional capacity 
to share information between networks and even make transactions across 
networks.

To govern the Global Corda Network, R3 established in late 2018 the Corda Network 
Foundation, a not-for-profit, independent entity with an open governance system 
in which the network participants elect, and can be elected to, a governing board. 
The Corda Network Foundation works to specify technical standards for the 
network to ensure stability and compatibility across the network. Other goals of 
the Corda Network Foundation are to:

∙ Offer an identity framework that is meant to enable companies to 
confidently enter into contracts with other companies

∙ Provide trusted oracles

∙ Recommend consensus pools

∙ Create a native digital currency that will enable participants to transact 
with less friction.

2. Code is not law

Corda places emphasis on legality over code. It does this by allowing legal 
prose to be attached to contracts such that, in the event of a dispute, there are 
explicitly stated rules governing the evolution of the ledger.

3. ‘Convenient’ programming

Corda is written primarily in Kotlin, a fast growing and productive coding 
language which runs on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Developers can therefore 
write CorDapps (the core decentralized applications built on Corda) in any JVM 
language, allowing them to take advantage of a vast array of libraries and third-
party code that already exists for the Java platform. This makes development 
of CorDapps extremely accessible relative to, for example, Ethereum where the 
contracts are written in the notoriously difficult purpose-built language called 
Solidity.

4. Enterprise Corda and corporate firewalls

Corda was split into open source and enterprise versions in July 2018. These two 
versions are compatible with each other, meaning not all businesses must pay for 
the enterprise version to benefit from using the software. The Enterprise version 
includes upgraded security features, possibly increased throughput, and 24/7 
support. In terms of security, a notable differentiation for the enterprise version 
of Corda is that it offers corporate firewalls. The makes it easy for an organization 
to quarantine its Corda node from other data in the organization, an important 
feature for many businesses.

OPEN SOURCE ENTERPRISE
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POTENTIAL SHORTCOMINGS 
OF CORDA

1. The high costs of joining the Global Corda Network

A major barrier to the organic and rapid growth of the Global Corda Network 
(the network of networks) is the high intermediary fees extracted by the Corda 
Network Foundation to allow business networks to join. While large enterprises 
in the finance world won’t balk at these fees, there are many smaller business 
networks for which such fees would undermine the benefits gained by deploying 
Corda’s DLT solution – so they simply won’t join. Such business networks can 
certainly still benefit from using the open source version of Corda’s DLT-solution 
if it suits their use case, however, the cost-barrier for joining the Global Corda 
Network may hold back its growth potential. Further, the cost barrier also 
threatens to create an irreconcilable divide between the business networks using 
the open source version of Corda and those using the enterprise version.

2. European over-representation of the Corda Network 
Foundation

Corda Network’s governance board consists of nine members plus two seats 
for R3. In April 2019, the first board was elected from a small group of consortium 
members. Referred to as the “transition board,” this initial board will govern 
until April 2020, when a more inclusive election is scheduled to take place. Six of 
the nine board members represent European companies while the remaining 
three board seats are filled by Asia-based companies. This early Europe-Asia 
dominance threatens to skew the evolution of the network towards European-
Asian standards, potentially at the expense of other regions. In other words, 
businesses from other regions may be reluctant or unable to join the network as 
its defined standards may not have considered their needs. 

A related practical issue is that all Corda Network notary servers are currently 
based in Europe. This may result in latency issues for Asia-based users, not to 

mention potential users in other regions. That being said, Hong Kong based 
CryptoBLK, a tech partner in the Corda ecosystem, said in late 2019 that tests for 
Asia are acceptable. Further, R3 has stated that they have plans to set up an Asia-
based node in response to client requests..

3. Verifying the authenticity of assets that have  
changed hands many times

As discussed in the above “Corda’s Solution” section, the network’s method for 
verifying the authenticity of transactions involves ‘walking the chain,’ whereby 
a transaction’s provenance must be tracked all the way back to its origin. 
As pointed out by Multichain Capital’s Gideon Greenspan, this architectural 
structure may cause scalability problems due to the computational overhead 
needed to verify assets that have changed hands frequently. As Greenspan 
writes: 

“Imagine a highly liquid asset that was issued 10 years 
ago, and changes hands about every five minutes. The 
path from any new transaction back to this asset’s 
issuance will be over a million transactions long. When 
a node receives this asset for the first time, it must 
retrieve these million transactions from the sender and 
verify each one in turn. At a (fairly optimistic) rate of 1000 
transactions per second, there would be a 17-minute 
delay before the recipient could send the asset on – 
clearly too long for something so liquid.”
— Gideon Greenspan
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THE CURRENT STATE OF CO RD A

In the still-nascent world of DLT solutions, grand visions and 
marketing material must be taken with a grain of salt. How far, then, 
has the capability of Corda progressed in reality? 

The first version of Corda was released in April 2016, but it was used 
exclusively for testing and proof of concepts. Corda is currently in 
release version 4.3, with the software split, as mentioned, into open 
source and enterprise versions as of July 2018.

The open source version of Corda is under active development, as 
shown by metrics available on Github, with a comparable number 
of commits and contributors as direct competitor Hyperledger 
Fabric.

One source suggests there are 
currently 180 developers working 
on the enterprise version of 
Corda, and according to Corda’s 
marketing claims, there are 
“thousands of developers” building 
on the wider ecosystem of Corda 
which includes the open-source 
version and the CorDapps. The 
Corda design and development 
mailing list has 829 registered 
members and has posted a total 
of 281 topics since it started it early 
2018.

Applications built on Corda, 
which as mentioned are known 
as CorDapps, are built by R3 
consortium members. R3 currently 
lists 121 such CorDapps in its 
marketplace, but only 27 (22%) 
claimed to be in production. Most 
CorDapps are still listed as being 
at the prototype or pilot stage.
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MANAGED SERVICE:  
DEPLOYING SOLUTIONS ON CO RD A

Only a few organizations are sophisticated enough to use their in-
house talent to develop and deploy a Corda network and integrate 
CorDapps from start to finish. For the rest, deploying Corda solutions 
is best done in coordination with experts. This is very much in line 
with the wider trend in enterprise IT which has managed service 
providers taking over many of the functions previously performed 
independently by each organization’s IT department. The rationale is 
the same: leverage the experts to empower your organization with 
new technologies rather than risk getting stuck in the weeds.

In the still-nascent world of DLT-solutions particularly, businesses 
looking to leverage the tech, run the risk of getting bogged down by 
the challenges associated with building and deploying it. For most 
organizations, what’s needed is a middleware solution that enables 
them to focus on the business logic of the network (the prize) rather 
than getting sidetracked by complex operations like setting up 
identity management and notary services. 

SettleMint is an example of a managed service provider that has 
created a production-ready solution for businesses looking to 
leverage the power of Corda’s DLT. SettleMint enables businesses to 
effortlessly deploy consortium networks based on the latest open 
source version of Corda. Further, SettleMint’s managed service 
makes it easy to setup and run CorDapps, so businesses can 
leverage the powerful solutions developed by R3’s core consortia 
members.
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S UP PLY CHAIN &  FINANCE 
procure-to-pay: Siam Commercial Bank’s B2P

Procure-to-pay systems are deployed in supply chains to enable 
the integration of the purchasing department with the accounts 
payable department. They are designed to provide organizations 
with control and visibility over the entire life cycle of a transaction, 
providing full insight into cash-flow and financial commitments. 
Procure-pay-systems are critical for unlocking financial instruments 
like invoice financing.

A major challenge in procure-to-pay systems is coordinating 
amongst the disparate entities in the supply chain. For instance, 
to enable invoice financing, status quo procure-to-pay systems 
require original invoice documents to be submitted to the bank, a 
process that takes around two weeks to verify.

Seeing the potential of a DLT-based procure-to-pay platform, Digital 
Ventures - a fintech subsidiary of Siam Commercial Bank – began 
in early 2018 development of the B2P Procure-to-Pay platform in 
cooperation with Siam Cement Group, a Thailand-based building 
materials conglomerate that was ranked as the second biggest 
company in the country in 2016.

With the goal of enabling automation of the entire procure-to-pay 
process, the solution, which went live in August 2018, allows buyers, 
their suppliers and banks to share purchase orders, goods receipts, 
and invoices.

SELECTED  
CORDA-BASED 
APPLICATIONS 
CURRENTLY IN 
PROD UCTION
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In a case-study report published by R3 in November 2019, Siam 
Cement Group’s vice-president for finance and investment 
Thammasak Sethaudom, summed up the benefits from a 
manufacturer’s perspective:

“The B2P platform helps shorten overall procurement processing 
times by 50% or from 70 minutes previously into only about 35 
minutes per cycle due to the increased speed of invoice and 
verification processes. The solution can also contribute to a cost 
reduction of 70% compared to manual processes.”

— Thammasak Sethaudom

From an intermediary’s perspective, the B2P platform illustrates 
the potential of a DLT solution to provide value-added services. 
This is in stark contrast to the narrative that has DLT solutions 
eliminating the role of intermediaries entirely. According to 
President of Siam Commercial Bank and Chairman of Digital 
Ventures Orapong Thien-Ngern, the B2P platform enables banks 
to leverage their advantages in areas like know-your-customer 
and transaction integrity, thereby boosting the bank’s relevance to 
customers, and sustaining growth of the bank:

“Because the banking industry is so mature, it’s difficult and 
expensive to acquire new customers and grow market share. But 
because B2P puts the bank in touch with customers’ entire supply 
chain, it means you can acquire thousands of customers at once. 
B2P also enables us to be more competitive in areas like invoice 
financing. The usual market interest rate for invoice lending is 
around 18%. Because of the lower workload, cost, time and risk 
from using B2P, we’re now able to charge a rate of 4.9%— benefiting 
customers more and enhancing our own value proposition.” 

— Orapong Thien-Ngern

Commenting on the rationale for building B2P on Corda, Orapong 
Thien-Ngern of Siam Commercial Bank noted that:

In November 2019, Siam Cement Group anticipated 2,400 suppliers 
to be onboarded to the B2P platform by 2020. With the goal of 
becoming the “premier global cross-border trade platform,” the 
B2P platform is currently expanding its functionality to include 
features like order-to-cash, also scheduled to be rolled out in 
2020. Meanwhile Siam Commercial Bank is working with banks, 
central banks and monetary authorities in the region to, “expand 
into cross-border transactions— a move that will open up more 
service opportunities in areas like money movement and FX, and 
help to power B2P’s take-up by other banks worldwide.”

“in a closed-loop supply chain, the sensitivity of elements such 
as pricing means you have to be able to control who sees what 
information. R3’s Corda has that capability—making it the clear first 
choice for our procure-to-pay application.”

— Orapong Thien-Ngern

The results achieved
Fast impact on efficiencies, 
cash flows-and opportunities 
for new business models

B2P’s impacts on the speed and costs 
of procure-to-pay are dramatic. SCG is 
already using the platform with its suppliers, 
enabling them to realize the benefits every 
day—representing an amazingly rapid 
scale-up in a very short timeframe with 
incredibly quick time to value. As more 
corporates have come on board and 
started using the B2P app, it has resulted 
in rising efficiency and transparency for all 
participants, while also creating seamless 
integration between them and reducing the 
risks of errors or fraud. A further benefit is 
that B2P enables SCG’s supplier network to 

be integrated with Thailand’s e-tax invoice 
program, freeing up their time for more 
value-adding tasks.

Thammasak Sethaudom, SCG Vice 
President for finance and investment, sums 
up the benefits: “The B2P platform helps 
shorten overall procurement processing 
times by 50% or from 70 minutes previously 
into only about 35 minutes per cycle due 
to the increased speed of invoice and 
verification processes. The solution can 
also contribute to a cost reduction of 
70% compared to manual processes.”  
SCG is in the process of developing new 
functionality on the B2P platform to expand 
a broader range of procurement categories 
and anticipates 2,400 suppliers to be 
onboarded by 2020.

Figure 3: The customizable B2P dashboard highlighting 
three-way processing for maximum efficiency
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fig: The customizable B2P dashboard highlighting three-way processing for maximum efficiency
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FINANCE - SYNDICATED LO A NS :  
Finastra’s Fusion LenderComm

In April 2018, London-based fintech company Finastra, in 
collaboration with leading global banks including NatWest, Natixis, 
BNP Paribas, HSBC and ING, launched the first live application 
on Corda. Fusion LenderComm is a platform for facilitating the 
management of syndicated loans, an industry valued at $18.3 billion 
globally in 2017.

The aim of the platform is to facilitate the sharing of information 
between agents and lenders in the syndicated loan industry, where 
email and fax is still the norm. According to Finastra’s marketing 
materials, the platform “exposes real-time credit agreements, 
accrual balances, position information and detailed transaction 
data to lenders directly from agent bank loan servicing 
platforms.” This “reduces the cost and burden of agent-to-lender 
administration and enables lenders to see accurate information on-
demand so they can optimize syndicated loan portfolios.” In mid-
2019, Natwest became the first bank to complete the second phase 
of the project that involves further integration with the platform 
by enabling banks to read and write information from Fusion 
LenderComm directly into their systems, rather than merely sharing 
the data through a web porta as in the first phase. The ultimate aim 
of the platform is to facilitate secondary trading, including both 
trade discovery and settlement. According to Finastra, that phase 
will launch in 2020.

For both developer Finastra and the consortium of banks involved in 
the project, Corda was deemed the most appropriate DLT solution. 
Grant Jones, vice-president of Fusion LenderComm at Finastra 
told Euromoney.com in May 2019, that after looking at different DLT 
solutions they “came to the conclusion that R3 Corda was the only 
such enterprise-grade technology with security that we could take 
to the banks and that they would find robust and adoptable.” 

Frédéric Dalibard, head of digital 
for corporate and investment  
banking at consortium member 
Natixis, agreed, saying; 

“R3’s Corda is the perfect 
technology to enable the 
sharing of information 
between agents and 
lenders on a need-to-
know basis while being fully 
compliant with our stringent 
IT security policies.”
— Frédéric Dalibard
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FINANCE – SECURITIES LENDI NG:  
HQLA×

Luxemburg-based fintech firm HQLA× and Deutsche Börse Group 
formed in 2018 a strategic partnership for the creation of a joint 
operating model and platform that “provides market participants 
with improved collateral mobility across a fragmented securities 
settlement ecosystem.” In the model, ownership of securities 
is transferred virtually amongst market participants, while the 
underlying securities remain static in the custody of the collateral 
giver. This enables platform participants to “seamlessly execute 
capital-efficient securities lending transactions for enhanced 
balance sheet optimization.”

As the newly issued ‘digital collateral records’ change hands on the 
platform between market participants, the Corda flow framework 
that defines transactions in the HQLA× platform has Deutsche Börse 
Group as a notarizing entity with transactions flowing through 
triparty agents and custodians.

Commerzbank, Credit Suisse, UBS, and over 15 other market 
participants, including CIBC, Citi, Goldman Sachs and ING, are 
currently engaged in different phases of onboarding to the  
HQLA× platform.

When Commerzbank, Credit Suisse and UBS successfully executed 
the first live transactions on HQLA× in December 2019, co-head of the 
Repo Desk Treasury at Commerzbank Peter Schmidt commented: 

The live transaction entailed the exchange of a basket of corporate 
bonds and German government bonds between UBS and 
Commerzbank, with ownership transfer recorded on HQLA×’s digital 
collateral registry rather than being moved physically between 
collateral agents as in the status quo.

Fintech news outlet Finextra reported in December 2019 that 
“JPMorgan is in the process of becoming the third tri-party agent in 
the HQLAx operating model, alongside Clearstream Banking.”

Longer term plans for the platform include “expanding the product 
and jurisdictional footprint through collaboration with other 
technology platforms and service providers.”

“HQLA× delivers a fascinating 
approach to overcome the 
fragmented post-trading 
landscape. It enables 
treasury departments to 
manage their collateral 
pools more efficiently 
by significantly reducing 
the settlement cycle and 
avoiding resource-intensive 
collateral movements. It is 
a first but important step 
toward a new ecosystem 
where tokenised assets 
can be traded in a DLT 
environment.”
— Peter Schmidt
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INSURANCE – MOTOR INSUR A NCE 
AUTHENTICATION: CryptoBLK’s MIDAS

MIDAS, or Motor Insurance DLT-based Authentication System, 
provides a motor policy document authenticity checking service 
in Hong Kong. Although small by comparison to some of the other 
inproduction solutions on Corda, it’s included here because it is 
an example of a DLT solution that integrates stakeholders across 
an entire industry, which for motor insurance includes regulators, 
insurance companies, sub-agents, and car owners. The system has 
been deployed since 2018.

MIDAS solves the problem of car owners unknowingly buying fake 
motor insurance that would leave them without coverage. Car 
owners use a QR code to have their insurance cover notes and 
policies authenticated at Hong Kong’s Transport Department’s 
offices. The system ensures no personal identifiable information is 
stored in the ledger, making it a secure ‘just-enough’ solution for 
authenticity checking only.

Hong Kong’s Smart Government Innovation Lab announced in 
March 2020 that it’s looking to integrate the system into other 
applications in Hong Kong such as infrastructure and law & security 
management. This push supports the claim that individual Corda-
based DLT solutions which form “business networks” can be 
integrated to create a network of networks that provides more 
utility as it grows.
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CONC LUSI ON

Corda’s architecture predisposes its utility towards 
enterprise applications where complex custodial structures 
must be adhered to. This is demonstrated by many of the 
currently in-production applications, some of which are 
highlighted above. However, at least in its current state, and 
again by way of its architecture, Corda may not be an ideal 
solution for facilitating the transfer of assets that have a 
long history of provenance.

Applications currently built on Corda show promise as 
tools for providing much needed value-add in industries 
where intermediaries currently play a crucial role. Not only 
will this enable such intermediaries to survive in the world 
of increasing decentralization enabled by DLT solutions, it 
also has the potential to unleash powerful transformations 
in industries that currently rely on intermediaries. This will 
benefit not only the intermediaries, but also all stakeholders 
in a given industry.

A key to unleashing the full potential of business networks 
in Corda is onboarding as complete as possible of an 
ecosystem of stakeholders for a given industry. Corda’s 
governance structure, with its focus on interoperability, 
may be ideal for building the ‘network of networks’ that 
can truly unlock the potential of DLT. The challenge, from 
a governance perspective, will be to ensure wide enough 
inclusivity across regions.



“While it is now abundantly clear that blockchain 
has profound applications in a wide variety of use 
cases, due to a lack of developer expertise in the still 
emerging field, most organizations are struggling  
to leverage the technology’s potential.
SettleMint helps enterprises securely and rapidly 
move from use case concepts to in-production 
deployments. Our low-code platform makes it easy 
for organizations to build, deploy, and integrate 
blockchain use cases into their existing systems.”

THE # 1 LOW-
CODE PLATFORM 
FOR ENTERPRISE 
BLOCKCHAIN 
APPLICATIONS

YOUR  
BLOCKCHAIN 

APPLICATION IN 
PRODUCTION IN  

2 

MONTHS!

One-cl ick deployment

Zero-config admin UI

Ready to use APIs 

Smart contract templates
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